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Planning for the Possible Outcomes
On Thursday, September 6, Bishop Gadsden began plans for handling Hurricane Florence.
But honestly, we thought these were merely motions we needed to go through - we were
thinking the storm was going to go away and not affect the SC/NC coastlines. Unfortunately,
those motions kicked into high gear throughout the weekend, with an emergency staff
meeting called on Sunday and at 1:00 PM on Monday, September 10, Bishop Gadsden
received word that the Governor was calling for a mandatory health care evacuation, as well
as a mandatory evacuation of Charleston County.
Early planning that prior Thursday and all the months leading
up to it was essential in our ability to move quickly.
Tuesday, September 11, 2018
In less than 15 hours from the point in which we received the
Governor’s order (which as a health care facility very near the
coastline, we must comply with his order), Bishop Gadsden was
able to begin moving residents and in 30 hours, residents had
arrived at their evacuation destinations and Bishop Gadsden was
officially closed:
 5:15 AM: Seven ambulances depart BG to LMC Extended
Care in Lexington, SC.
 14 Read Cloister Residents, PLUS four apt/cot spouses
of residents
 12 Staff members, 7 staff family members, 1 dog
 9:00 AM: Buses arrive on BG Campus, ambulances arrive
in Lexington.
 10:30 AM: Staff members arrive at Kanuga to make final
preparations for resident, staff, and family arrival.
 4:00 PM: Buses begin to arrive at Kanuga
 111 Residents
 72 Staff Members
 68 Staff Family Members
 17 Pets
 5:00 PM: BG Campus Closed
This timeline would not have been possible without the
dedication and thorough planning performed by our staff and our
dedicated vendors.

Kanuga staff kindly assisted
in all aspects of unloading
our luggage, supplies and
residents upon our arrival.

Camp Bishop Gadsden
For Hurricane Florence, Bishop Gadsden evacuated to two
places. Our critical care residents went to LMC Extended Care
We don’t travel light.
in Lexington, SC (just outside of Columbia), while all other
health care residents went to Kanuga Conference Center in Hendersonville, NC.
Residents who were at LMC Extended Care received wonderful care from not only our
Bishop Gadsden staff who evacuated with them, but the exceptional staff of LMC Extended
Care. From ice cream socials to movies - both groups of staff members worked hard to make
the experience as enjoyable as possible.
See next page
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Residents who stayed with the Bishop Gadsden staff at Kanuga
Conference Center - the feeling and name of Camp Bishop Gadsden was
born! With beautiful weather all but one day, residents were able to enjoy
the change of topography and temperatures that Hendersonville offered.
From golf cart rides around the property, to afternoons on the porches and
decks listening to music or reading books, to opportunities for devotions,
birthday celebrations, movies in the lounges, and happy hour every night activities abounded at Camp BG!

Each night a schedule for the next day was
delivered to residents, emailed to family
members and posted on Bishop Gadsden’s
Facebook and Instagram pages.
Arcadia Close residents enjoy “Music by Cecilia” on the porch of the Kanuga Inn.

“I don’t want to go home. I’m having the best time. I learned
archery, went on a climbing wall, and canoed for the first time. It
was the best.” - Destiny Thompson, daughter of Myers Hall
Administrative Assistant Tanya Thompson

The children of BG staff members enjoyed some
new opportunities while at Kanuga - from
archery, to canoeing, to rock climbing.

“Thought we were already spoiled by
Bishop Gadsden but this was the
ultimate. I am in awe of the staff.
They have gone above and beyond
their job descriptions to spoil us.”
- Resident Joyce Pendleton

Residents Jean Howe and
Bob Roe with Kanuga staff
member Sharon Smith-Doyle.

Resident Charlie Drayton enjoys an afternoon golf
cart ride around Kanuga’s grounds with Myers Hall
Evening Supervisor Treasure Greene.

“It’s been interesting, awesome, a quiet, and spiritual experience. The staff at Kanuga are nice and
friendly. It’s an experience we will never forget. Having no TV gives you time to think and meditate, it
makes you realize that TV is not that important.”
- Housekeeping Staff Members Mary Drayton, Mary Louise Singleton, and Cynthia Campbell

See next page
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Sarah Tipton

P R E S I D E N T / C O O

Happy October! Now, I’m not one to wish time away but after our recent flurry of
activity in September, knowing we only have one more month of serious hurricane
season, is a most welcome advancement!
The timeline, photographs, and stories from our evacuation for seven days from
Hurricane Florence tells the amazing story well. In 31 years on our present James
Island site, Bishop Gadsden has evacuated the campus five times (Hugo, 1989; Fran
1996; Floyd 1999; Matthew 2016; and Florence 2018). This years was by far the best
it has ever been due to the partnerships forged with Kanuga and LMC Extended Care
and the wonderful staff members at these organizations working with our own
incredible Bishop Gadsden staff. We could not have been more fortunate or had more positive partners at each site.
The exceptional year-round planning that happens under Katie Jayne’s, Director of Community Life Services,
leadership is well known. Perhaps not as well publicized but a key element of that process is the intense and
disciplined effort to learn and improve following an actual evacuation. As we turn the calendar to October, we
continue to have after-action reviews, looking at every area of our operation from staffing considerations to
transportation to clinical caregiving in less than optimal circumstances. When seven days have evaporated from the
calendar, it is tempting to “get back to normal” and patch up the lost work as quickly as possible. I am grateful to
our team for the additional timely effort required to make the next evacuation (a long, long time from now…!) even
smoother.
One week after returning from our hurricane trip, we celebrated milestone anniversaries of dozens of staff
members. Collectively we shared 513 years of service to the Bishop Gadsden Community. It was not surprising
that many being honored were the same team members who, just a week before, were hustling up and down the
halls of the Inn at Kanuga or LMC, tirelessly tending to residents’ needs and putting their own needs last. Whether
in times of day-to-day business or during the upheaval of an evacuation, our steady, dedicated team members are
truly saints among us! Once again, we give thanks for them and for the privilege of being part of this special
Community.
H U R R I C A N E

F L O R E N C E

All residents and staff safely returned home on Monday, September 17, after seven days and six nights away from
home. We were incredibly fortunate to have been surrounded by such caring people in both Lexington and
Hendersonville. We cannot express our appreciation enough to those at LMC Extended Care and Kanuga Conference
Center for all they did to make our visits as comfortable as possible.
While Bishop Gadsden and the Charleston area were spared from Hurricane Florence, our neighbors to the north
were not as lucky and we could have easily faced those same challenges. Our thoughts and prayers are with those that
faced and are currently facing the impacts of Hurricane Florence. We pray that we do not see any future storms, as
having to evacuate twice out of the last three years, has been a challenge for all involved. While we seem to be getting
good at this “evacuation thing”, it is not something we want our Community to have to go through anytime soon.

Residents and staff enjoy Sunday Eucharist Service with
Bishop Gadsden’s Chaplain, Fr. Tom Wilson, in the
Johnson Fireplace Lounge of the Kanuga Inn.

I N

L O V I N G

William “Bill” Connellee
8/19/1924-9/16/2018

BG’s VP/COO Sarah Tipton, introduces the Sunday lunch
crowd to Kanuga’s Eric George. As the Assistant General
Manager of Kanuga, Eric was our “Evacuation Angel”!

M E M O R Y
Betty Carter
7/20/1929-9/20/2018
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Adelaide Wallinger

Looking back through a couple years of
my columns, I realized I had only written
about one chain restaurant (O’Charley’s
which is being rebuilt after a huge fire.)
In Charleston we have so many fine,
one-of-a-kind restaurants. But the chain
restaurant can have great food with great
parking. It’s comfortable and you don’t
pay an exorbitant price for the food.
We began to eat at Red Lobster years ago when Scott
was having exercise therapy after bypass surgery at
Roper Hospital. Red Lobster was on our way back to
Seabrook and we could also get the healthy meal his
therapist recommended.
Yes, a healthy meal: plain broiled fish, (Atlantic
salmon, tilapia, rainbow trout, flounder or lobster tails)
a naked baked potato and steamed broccoli is what he
ordered. He always had the house salad with good
lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, croutons and a sensible
dressing like a little oil and more vinegar.
And we limited ourselves to just one of the
marvelous, cheesy Red Lobster Cheddar Bay Biscuits
that they bring to your table right away. Actually, I
would go there just for that biscuit. By the way, you
can buy that Red Lobster biscuit mix and make them
yourself in your own kitchen. Or buy a dozen at the
restaurant to take home for a reasonable $3.79 (my
choice.)
Why not head to Red Lobster for lunch at 2460 Mall
Drive at the Sam Rittenburg Boulevard entrance to
Citadel Mall. Go toward the Mall and Red Lobster is
immediately on the left.
There are all kinds of things to order for lunch: Quick
Catches, Create your Own Lunch and Lunch Classics.
How about the SOUTHWEST-STYLE TACOS (970
P O K E R

calories) with FIRE-ROASTED CORN and
AVOCADO SALSA and JALAPENO
RANCH served with RICE? Choose your
topping: grilled shrimp ($9.99), grilled
tilapia ($8.99), grilled chicken ($8.49) or
lobster meat ($12.99).
Or how about WOOD-GRILLED
SHRIMP SKEWERS WITH RICE
AND BROCCOLI (320 calories)
($7.99). Or try the COASTAL SOUP AND GRILLED
SHRIMP SALAD (660 to 790 calories) ($9.99). Choose
from velvety New England Clam Chowder, Creamy
Potato Bacon or Lobster Bisque.
The newest Quick Catch is PETITE CHILLED
LOBSTER-AND-SHRIMP ROLLS WITH FRIES (970
calories) ($14.49) featuring chilled Maine lobster meat
and shrimp tossed in signature sauce served on a bed of
spring mix in buttery toasted rolls.
The CREATE A LUNCH, served with a side, is so
delicious and reasonable: choose two for just $10.99 from
lightly breaded clam strips, wood-grilled shrimp, chicken
breast strips, garlic shrimp scampi, hand-breaded shrimp,
golden-fried fish or bay scallops. It comes with a side,
too. Have them golden-fried or oven-broiled (saves 200
calories).
Lunch Classics features a SAILORS PLATTER WITH
FRIED SHRIMP, GARLIC SHRIMP SCAMPI AND
BROILED WILD-CAUGHT FLOUNDER for just $10.99
and 450 calories. Scott likes the LINGUINI ALFREDO
WITH SHRIMP for $11.49 and 580 calories.
Don’t be a stranger at dinner either: My favorite is
ROCK LOBSTER AND NY STRIP STEAK ($33.99)
(1250 calories) served with mashed potatoes and choice
of side. I usually take my steak home and have it the next
day. Not a bad deal for lobster and two meals.
A T

B G

Jamie Gough
So, I’m looking at my hand, four kings and a ten kicker and I’m thinking to myself, I wish I could bet my
mortgage on this one. But our nickel-dime-quarter game only allows me to bet a quarter. On my left is Charlie
Drayton, a mere 99 years old at the time, who casually raises with what looks like only an outside shot at a flush
which my hand crushes. Ray Willeford, a youngster at 97, cleverly folds to Jim Piet, the youngest of the three at 90.
I figure Jim may have two pairs but he stone-facedly raises giving me the final of three raises which I jump on with
my handful of kings. Time to show our cards and time for me to rake in the pot. Turns out Jim did have two pairs
but they were aces giving him four of them! Charlie simply said, “straight flush” obliterating Jim’s aces and my
kings. We’ve played this game for years now and I shouldn’t be surprised but every week I am.
I’ve played a lot of poker in my life with slightly higher stakes and have come full circle. I started playing in
nickel-dime-quarter games and here I am playing for the same as then. The beauty of playing here at BG is the
opportunity to get to know such interesting characters. I’d readily pay money just to be around these guys, and I
often do. The good news for me is that you can’t lose too much playing for what we play for and the friendship is
worth a lot more than anything I’ve ever won at poker.
If you see the announcement for Men’s Poker, disregard the “Men’s” part of that. Dee Garforth occasionally
plays and usually beats our brains out. The game is open and we’re always looking for more friends to get to know
and to test our skill.
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Dr. Jack Hisley

Named by the U.S. Weather Bureau in
Miami, the North Atlantic storm slowly
drifted toward the Outer Banks in North
Carolina. While on antisubmarine duty,
the destroyers USS Warrington and the
USS Hyades encountered the menacing
hurricane. The Hyades was able to sail
away. Seventy-foot seas rolled the
Warrington, quickly sending her down
stern
first.
After
receiving
the
Warrington’s frantic Mayday call, the
USS Edsall responded but was only able
to save 73 of the 321 sailors on board the ship.
The powerful storm that was producing the 140 mph
winds accompanied by 70-foot seas careened toward the
northeastern part of the NC coast. Boosted by the
incoming tide, the storm surge reached a monstrous 14
feet. On Ocracoke Island, resident Big Ike O’Neal
threw open the front and back doors of his home,
allowing the water to readily flow through – an action
that no doubt preserved the structure. Although
threatened, the Ocracoke Lighthouse, built in 1823,
stood fast. Swiftly moving up the coast, the massive
storm next struck Hatteras Island and the Outer Banks.
Near the small town of Salvo, the Gull Shoal Coast
Guard Station was mercilessly swept away by the
powerful storm surge.
While escorting a torpedoed Liberty Ship to safe
harbor, US Coast Guard Cutters Bedloe and Jackson
T H E

L O W C O U N T R Y

S E N I O R

were caught in the storm’s full frenzy
and sank in the waters off the NC
Oregon Inlet. The 38-member crew of
the 125-foot Bedloe was forced to
abandon ship. After enduring 70-foot
seas for over 50 hours, only 12 men
survived and were rescued. The Jackson
went down with all hands onboard.
None of the 25 Coast Guard crew
survived.
A storm surge of 12 feet, coupled with
the 100 mile per hour winds leveled the
Manteo Shipbuilding Company, which was building
ships for the U.S. Navy. By the time the storm reached
the cold Labrador Current in the North Atlantic, over 400
lives, including 344 military personnel were lost, leaving
a wide swath of wreckage that extended for over 1,000
miles.
Because of brisk German U-Boat activity off the east
coast, descriptive reports of the storm’s massive
destruction and the devastating chaos it caused were
censored. H.C. Summer of the U.S. Weather Bureau
issued a simple statement noting: “Maximum wind
velocities equaled or exceeded all previous records at
Hatteras, Cape Henry, Atlantic City, New York, and
Block Island.” No additional information was provided.
Ken Adams, a radioman aboard the recovery ship U.S.
Edsall, remarked: “Anyone not involved cannot
understand the severity of the storm.”
G A M E S

A R E

A L M O S T

Comfort Richardson, Wellness Manager

H E R E !

On Friday, October 12, 2018, Bishop Gadsden will once again prove how fit we are as a community. The Village
at Summerville and Franke at Seaside will be joining us here at Bishop Gadsden for the Second Annual Lowcountry
Senior Games. The fun begins at 10:00 AM in Blackmer Hall with the opening ceremonies, introductions and a
good old pep rally! After the opening ceremony, athletes and cheerleaders will disburse to their respected event
sites. BG Wellness truly appreciates our star athletes who will be representing us in the 2018 games. Following the
competitions, athletes and cheerleaders will enjoy an awards ceremony and lunch in Palm Court. Please note lunch is
only for athletes and cheerleaders.
Walking Race: Quay Pond
Female Starter: Susan Lagare
Alternate: Dottie Pagliaro
Male Starter: Norman Walsh
Alternate: Ike Smith

Spelling Bee: Blackmer Hall
Male Starter: Don Shannon
Alternate: Noel Ferguson
Female Starter: Jean Breza
Alternate: Elaine Johnston

Bocce: Bocce Court
Female Starter: Eileen Van Horn
Alternate: Carol McLaren
Male Starter: Bruce Skidmore
Alternate: Ray Willeford

Golf Croquet: Croquet Court
Starter: Anne Moss
Alternate: Wendy Kemper
Male Starter: Lou Hethington
Alternate: Peter Trees

Water Walking: BG Pool
Female Starter: Sally Houlihan
Alternate: Peggy Buchanan
Male Starter: Kelsay Meek
Alternate: John Breza

When you see one of these fabulous people in your daily journey, give them a big high five for their wonderful
contribution. Bishop Gadsden WILL be bringing home gold again this year!
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Talia Dillahey

Since my arrival to BG, I have been awestruck with
the discovery of decuple behemoth “eighty-eights”
existing in our midst! An exceptional seven grand
pianos and three vertical pianos dwell on our premises!
These instruments have over 12,000 parts, 10,000
of which are moving. There are 230 strings needed to
make the full range of sound. There are roughly 168
pounds of pressure on each string. The piano is
classified both as a stringed and as a percussion
instrument - percussion, because the strings are struck
rather than plucked as with the harpsichord.
Pianos are regarded as secure icons of social
distinction. Their black and white keys can produce
sounds to bring tears to one’s eyes, to touch one’s
heart and soul and to bring hope, joy, and laughter to
an occasion. All of this power lies in the piano.
With an average of eighty-eight keys spread over
more than seven octaves, no other acoustic instrument
can lay claim to the power, depth, and versatility of a
piano. The octave contains keys for playing the twelve
notes of the Western musical scale. The long white
keys contain the C Major scale: C, D, E, F, G, A, B.
The remaining shorter raised black keys are named:
C#/Db, D#/Eb, F#/Gb, G#/Ab, A#/Bb. The sound is
produced when felt hammers controlled from a
keyboard strike the vibrating strings.
Before we take a stroll down memory lane and peek
into the rooms where these musical marvels live, I
should mention that there are eight sizes of “grand”
pianos. Grand pianos range from 4’11” (termed baby
grands), to 5’7” to 5’10 ½” (termed parlor grands) and
all the way up to 9’ to 10’, termed concert grands.
Polly’s Pub, (donated by Ted Mappus in honor of
his wife Polly), features an ebony satin finish Steinway
parlor grand piano, given by Judy and Jim Chitwood.
After many years of searching, the Chitwoods
discovered their perfect piano with the right touch and
sound, in Chattanooga, TN. This beauty traveled with
them to several locations including Rochester, NY, and
eventually to their home in Kiawah. Their daughter,
who studied piano for many years, and is now a
professional violinist, said, “It is the best piano I have
ever found”.
The Anderson Conservatory (donated by Emmy
Lou Anderson) holds an ebony satin finish Mason and
Hamlin parlor grand piano. It contains a QRS
Pianoation 2000 CD player system. The piano, built in
Boston, MA was purchased by BG from a benefactor
in Connecticut.
Blackmer Hall (donated by past resident Polly
Blackmer in honor of her husband Boswell), boasts a
glossy white finish Kawai baby grand piano equipped
with a Piano Disc playback CD system plus speakers
with a wireless remote control. This piano, donated by
Shelley and Greg Stahly, was a gift to each other in

honor of their 25th Wedding Anniversary.
Myers Hall (named in honor of Thomas E. Myers Sr.,
former Board of Trustees Chair), houses Put’s Pub
(donated by past residents Put and Smiley Putman). Put’s
Pub possesses a satin ebony finish Kawai baby grand piano
made in Hamamatsui, Japan, and donated by the late
Arthur “Bud” Klauser. Bud was an international
businessman with an MA in Japanese and Chinese history.
He worked for the CIA, received a Yale law degree and, as
a hobby, enjoyed playing drums in a jazz band!
The Myers Hall Activity Room (donated by the Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church) has in its possession a polished
mahogany finish Steinway parlor grand piano made in
Hamburg, Germany. This lovely instrument was built for a
lady in Norway during the 1930s. Her daughter, who was
living in America, retired and decided to sell. A friend
informed Adelaide and Scott Wallinger that it was going to
be sold for parts. “And now you know the rest of the
story.”
The Frederick Dining Room in Myers Hall (donated
by Dr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Principe in honor of Marian E.
Frederick), displays at the entrance, an ebony satin finish,
Yamaha baby grand piano donated by Betsy and Ike
Smith’s daughter Debby and husband Paul. Purchased by
Betsy and Ike Smith in Wilmington, DE, the piano
journeyed to Germany, Delaware and finally to Seabrook
Island. Debby inherited the piano in Atlanta, GA; it then
went into storage while in Paris, was moved to Richmond,
VA, and eventually back to Seabrook Island. A peripatetic
life for this piano! It was greatly enjoyed by Debby’s sister
Lauren and her daughter Morgan.
The Georgian Colonial style award winning BG Chapel
(donated by various donors) is a “pearl inside oyster
walls,” says Reverend Floyd Finch, former Chaplain of
BG. The acoustically exceptional space houses the ebony
satin finish so characteristic of Steinway concert grand
pianos. Twin sisters and past residents Margaret and
Elizabeth Williams, along with Andrew Armstrong, an
international award winning concert pianist, met in NY at
the Steinway factory in 2010 and together they chose this
lovely instrument. Later that year, Andrew performed a
Memorial Concert in Margaret’s honor. To quote Ginny
Gauss in the November 2015 Gadsden Gab, “Our Chapel
has a cathedral-like sound in a small village church.”
In addition to the seven grand pianos we have also three
vertical pianos that reveal two different styles. The studio
is 42” to 45” tall and the console is a few inches shorter
than the studio. The frames and strings in these pianos are
vertical and the hammers move horizontally.
The Read Cloister building (named in honor of Thomas
L. Read, former Board of Trustees Chair), is connected to
the Morse Activity Room (donated by Melinda Laurens
Tuck Morse in honor of Jo and Byrnie Morse). This
residence accommodates a cherry wood finish Yamaha
Queen Ann studio piano composed of spruce and hard
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maple. It belonged to Elizabeth Ferguson and was
donated by her brother Noel Ferguson. On Tuesdays,
Peggy Buchanan, resident pianist, assists a Holy
Eucharist Service with rotating local Episcopal clergy.
A lovely hymn sing along precedes the service. Susan
Emge and I serve as substitutes when needed.
In Arcadia Close we are blessed to have a mahogany
Mason and Hamlin console piano donated by Eileen
Van Horn. Eileen’s grandmother purchased this piano
for her when she was twelve years old. We also have a
light walnut console Duo-Art Standard Player Action
electric piano made in 1972, given by Fox Music
House. The piano was manufactured by Hugh
Hardman/Leopard Peck and was once two pianos in
one. One could change it from a player piano to a selfplaying piano. Martha Roberts, another resident pianist,
entertains everyone with hymn singing, and fun singD O C

T A L K :

alongs during their “happy hour” gatherings. She says,
“It’s amazing how many residents know all the words!”
Susan Emge also entertains residents by playing music
from the tuneful 30’s and 40’s during their “happy
hours”, entertaining all with familiar Americana songs.
An Oxford University study reveals that listening to
music decreases blood pressure, relieves anxiety, fights
depression, eases chronic pain, lulls one to sleep,
improves creativity and inspires productivity. Whew!
That’s impressive! Give it a try!
These are just a few examples of pianos throughout
our Community. BG has received wonderful piano
donations from Orren Knauer and other past residents that
have been enjoyed by residents, families and staff alike.
Merci to our donors and resident musical artists who
have enhanced our lifestyle. Encapsulating BG’s
aphorism: we live “an extraordinary life.”

S E A S O N A L

I N F L U E N Z A

Dr. Jack Hisley
In 1948, the World Health Organization (WHO)
established a monitoring system for influenza. The
system consists of 110 laboratories located in 82
countries. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in
Atlanta, along with international reference laboratories
in London, Tokyo, and Melbourne provide ongoing
comprehensive surveillance and monitoring. Timely
identification of mutations of old viruses, which are
responsible for seasonal flu adjustments, can be made
for each seasonal flu vaccine. In addition to tracking
seasonal flu viruses, WHO scientists are also searching
for signs of the emergence of new flu viruses that could
cause a pandemic similar to the ones that occurred in
1918, 1957, and 1968.
Vaccines are not perfect but they offer valuable
protection, especially for the elderly and the very
young. Usually the vaccine covers three or four types
of flu viruses most likely to cause each season’s flu.
Scientists who develop vaccines based on detailed
analysis of information provided by the reference
laboratories try to predict which virus type(s) will be
dominant. When they are on target, the vaccine protects
very well for an entire flu season. To provide broad
scale coverage, vaccines must be produced in massive
quantities well before the flu season begins.
Several antiviral drugs such as Tamiflu are currently
available. If taken within 48 hours of the onset of flu
symptoms, these medications do have some effect in
modifying the disease course. However, while the
antivirals show some promise, they are not the entire
answer.
Influenza is highly contagious. The human host
becomes the perfect germ dispensary. Flu-related
coughing and sneezing of virus particles ensures that
others in close contact will become infected. Since

individuals are already infected and contagious
approximately two to three days prior to the onset of
symptoms, vaccination is clearly the preventive method
of choice. Sir Ronald Ross, a British army surgeon who
won a Nobel Prize in 1903, set the stage for a new way of
thinking about infectious disease outbreaks. Dr. Ross’s
insights centered on the concept of “herd immunity”. He
proposed that vaccinating a sufficient portion of the
community would prevent the spread of disease and the
subsequent development of an endemic. It has been
demonstrated that mass vaccinations work even if a few
individuals are left unprotected. When there are no
susceptible persons left, the disease naturally dies out.
Although approximately 150 million Americans are
vaccinated for influenza each year, around 33,000 nonvaccinated, unprotected individuals still die of the
disease. The cause of death is acute respiratory disease
syndrome (ARDS), which stems from an overwhelming
viral pneumonitis or superimposed bacterial pneumonia
that requires mechanical ventilation and intensive care.
Most community hospitals are unable to handle large
numbers of cases of acutely ill patients, which is one of
the major reasons why prevention is so important.
In addition to annual vaccination, other helpful flupreventive tips include the following:
 Cough or sneeze into your elbow.
Virus-laden
droplets can travel six feet!
 Wash your hands with soap and warm water for at
least 15 seconds. (Sing the song “Happy Birthday to
You” – this should take approximately 15 seconds).
 Use a hand sanitizer when you cannot wash with soap
and water.
 Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth.
The Putman Clinic will be happy to provide
vaccinations for the flu season, which will soon be upon
us.
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Master Puzzler
Dieter zur Loye puts in the
final pieces of a 1000 piece
puzzle he just completed.
As you walk through the
campus you can spy tables with
puzzles in various stages of
completion all done by other
master puzzlers throughout the
Community.

Our Pets are a Blessing to Us…
Join Us in Blessing Them!
Monday, October 8
10:30 AM
The Chapel Labyrinth
All pets big or small welcome!

Bishop Gadsden honored a collective 513 years
of service of its employees on Monday,
September 24. We celebrated milestones of 5,
10, 15, 20, and 20+
years of incredible
dedication to Bishop Gadsden. Thank you to all
our staff members for making BG the special
place that it is!

Trick or Treat in the Cottages
Monday, October 29
5:00 to 6:30 PM

If you’d like to participate complete the signup form coming Monday, October 1, and
return to the Commons Concierge for Britt
Lock, Events Coordinator.
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Mark Your 2018 October Calendars
Thursday, October 4, at 3:00 PM
Oktoberfest
Regan Pavilion

Charleston October
Events Calendar

Please note, these are not Bishop Gadsden
events; therefore, no transportation is provided.

Saturday, October 6, at 11:00 AM
Gospel with a Dash of Country
Morse Activity Room

October 4

The Fall Tours of Homes
Charleston
843-722-4630

Tuesday, October 9, at 3:00 PM
Audubon South Carolina Lecture:
Native Plants
Myers Hall Activity Room

October 5

Poe/A Play in the Dark
Queen St. Playhouse
843-608-8516

October 6

Monday, October 15, at 3:00 PM
SC Aquarium Rovers Program: Wildlife Artifacts
and Encounters with Live Animals
Morse Activity Room

An Evening with Kristin Chenoweth
Gaillard Center
843-242-3099

October 7

Monday, October 15, at 3:30 PM
Memory Lane with Music by Nate
Middleton Dining Room

Charleston Oktoberfest
MUSC Health Stadium
843-971-4625

October 13

Monday, October 22, at 4:00 PM
MUSC Heart and Vascular Center
Blackmer Hall

Autumn on the Ashley Arts/Craft Fair
Magnolia Plantation and Gardens
843-571-1266

October 17

Tuesday, October 23, at 11:00 AM
Toy Store for All Ages Event
Anderson Conservatory

Of Mice and Men
Charleston Stage
843-577-7183

October 19

Tuesday, October 23, at 3:30 PM
Poetry Club: Bring a Poem to Share!
Myers Hall Living Room

Southbound: Photographs of the South
Halsey Institute
843-953-4422

October 23

Emanuel Ax
Gaillard Center
843-242-3099

October 25

The Crucible
Flowertown Players
843-875-9251

Thursday, October 25, at 11:00 AM
Charleston Area Senior Center
Volunteer Presentation
Blackmer Hall
Monday, October 29, at 4:30 PM
Grace Church Kids Treat or Treat
Read Cloister Living Room
Tuesday, October 31

Resident Update Meeting
Myers Hall: Thursday, October 11, at 3:00 PM
Myers Hall Activity Room
Apts/Cots: Wednesday, October 17, at 10:00 AM
Blackmer Hall
Read Cloister: No Meeting

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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HAPPY OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
1

Bruce Ezell

13 Frances Carlisle

19 Vivian Stokes

2

Nate Heifetz

13 Bettie Dixon

20 Emmy Lou Anderson

6

Barbara DeMarco

13 Bob Jaegly

20 Merinda Smith

6

Katy Huger

13 Lois Maney

20 Rick Weaver

8

Sally Houlihan

14 Jean Wallace

21 Lynn Springer

8

Mary Anne Howard

15 Kurt Wassén

23 Dorothy Huggins

8

Bob Schafer

16 Tom Burke

24 M. P. Wilkerson

9

Stan Zweck-Bronner

16 Bill Fuller

26 Shelley Stahly

10 Stuart Christie

16 Fleet Hassell

28 Ed Holt

Welcome New Residents

11 Ellen Bergman

17 Jim Piet

29 Edward Lilly

Patricia Bell
Richard & Lasca Lilly
Carl & Deborah Stanitski

11 Ed Roberts

18 Ruth Coyle

29 Linda Nolta

12 Carol Shohet

18 Nick Zervos

K E E P I N G

Y O U

U P - T O - D A T E

I N

Daniel Larrabee, Director of EVS






















E V S

South Face (Pineapple Fountain Area): Still awaiting metal company to
perform gutter downspout tie in. Temporary tie in providing function in the
interim.
Pineapple Fountain: New fountain pumps, skimmers, and water treatment
devices now here. Expect installation in new location mid-October,
infrastructure installed during project not long ago.
Polly Pub Enclosure (Chet’s Porch): Job currently underway, duration expected to last eight weeks, resulting in
completion around mid-November. Interior will remain as is until last possible moment when we will shut down
the entire space to remove the adjoining doors to create one enlarged space.
Dog Park Drainage Improvements: Drainage project complete. Carolina Landscape installing sod and
irrigation currently, expected completion of that portion, September 26. Fencing vendor to restring middle and
garden side fence first week of this month. Only remaining item will be new signage hung and benches to be
returned. Expect full use to return week of October 5.
The Commons Building Hallway Renovations: Includes new wallpaper, carpet, lighting, and paint. This
project will be off and on as various phases of work take place through the end of the year and into early next.
Schedules of how each hallway will be impacted as the work takes place will be communicated directly on an
ongoing basis. Awaiting arrival of wallpaper and carpet, will be completing lighting and paint related tasks
during the interim.
Gussenhoven Living Room Fireplace Replacement: Contractor to begin with behind the wall/above ceiling
work first as to minimize resident impact. Work to begin around October 1, with goal to be complete by
November 1 at the latest. (Former plan delayed due to mechanical contractor.)
Palm Court Drainage: All existing storm drain grates found/uncovered. During the month of October, Carolina
Landscape will be installing gravel around each drain location, and creating paths for water to access these drain
points rather than individual patios and sidewalks.
Landscape Master Plan Implementation: Carolina Landscape installing some perennial color in our Labyrinth
as part of our master plan implementation following completion of the Dog Park. Landscape installs to follow at
Cottages 27, 35, and 40. Quay generator screening to be last landscape-related project for the year.
Café Acoustics/ATM: Plans underway to install ATM next to the activities sign up area just outside Café.
Booth area to receive acoustical improvements via ceiling tile system, and duplication of existing recycle/trash
station on booth end of area as acoustical divider.
Wellness Office Improvements: Plans to install multiple staff work stations in an effort to maximize efficiency/
improve resident services.
Window Cleaning: Currently underway, each area being advertised one week in advance to only those affected
during the following week.
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C H A P L A I N ’ S

U P D A T E

Rev. Tom Wilson, Director of Pastoral Care
On Sunday November 4, a
service celebrating All Saints'
Day will be offered in The Chapel
at Bishop Gadsden. I will not try
to share a definitive explanation
of why Christians celebrate All
Saints’ Day. However, I am
happy to share some of my
observations and thoughts, as well
as why I particularly enjoy this
service.
Traditionally, All Saints’ Day is
November 1. The earliest recorded observance
celebrating “All Saints” is from the early fourthcentury. Many Roman Catholic, Anglican and
Protestant churches celebrate the Feast of All Saints.
Look at pictures of your loved ones that you keep,
perhaps in your billfold, on your walls at home or on
your Facebook page. Why do you keep these pictures?
Your answer might be to remind you of people you
love, or to help you feel that they're close, when you're
not together.
All Saints’ Day is a little like those remembrances.
Some have objected to All Saints’ Day as some form of
ancestor worship. It is nothing of the kind, any more
than you “worship” the pictures of your family. For
me, remembering the saints I have known, as well as
those unknown to me, can be a place for me to turn, in
difficult times.

Have you ever asked someone
to pray for you, when you were
having a hard time? You may
have asked a person you could
trust, or someone who understood
your problem, or a person you
felt might actually offer a prayer.
The reasons we might ask
someone to pray for us may be
similar to the reasons we might
ask a saint(s) to pray for us.
It is important to remember that
when we pray, we are praying with saints, never to them.
If we are praying to a saint, we are slipping quickly into
idolatry, at best. In addition, no saint was a “perfect”
Christian being seen as a saint only means that some
aspect of God’s grace particularly shined brightly in their
lives, and that others recognized it.
For me, through focusing on saints, we are also
recognizing and continuing our fellowship with those
who have gone before us. As St. Paul pointed out, all who
die in Christ are also alive in him, and that ultimately we
all will be resurrected together.
Lastly, music is particularly why I am looking forward
to this year’s service. As with last year, our upcoming
service includes special music from a Dixie Land Jazz
Band. Frankly, it is a hoot and a joy to process into the
Chapel, to a raucous offering of “When the Saints Go
Marching In.” I hope that you can come.

C O N N E C T I O N S

U P D A T E

Susan Kyle Bell, BG Connections Director
Connections is now offering one hour of service at $30.00 for that one hour. It only
work if we already have a caregiver scheduled at BG and we add that one hour after
their shift is complete with the previous resident (or just before they go to a different
shift.) So far it has worked well with the understanding that the services requested
can reasonably be completed in one hour. If a resident is requesting laundry be
washed and dried, the caregiver starts it as soon as he/she arrives. If they use short
cycle, they can generally get it done before the hour is over. Other requests have
included: tidy up apartment, polish silver, pick up groceries, etc.
S E P T E M B E R ’ S

E M P L O Y E E

O F

T H E

Brittany Ropp, Myers Hall Activities Assistant, has worked at Bishop
Gadsden for nearly two years in the Community Life Services Department.
When asked what is her favorite thing about working at BG, she replied,
“Getting to know all the residents at BG!”
Brittany shined during our recent Camp BG evacuation to Hendersonville.
Congratulations to Brittany on being September’s Employee of the Month!
*The GAB will now regularly feature Bishop Gadsden’s Employee of the
Month. Don’t forget to nominate a special employee who has gone above
and beyond for you, whether resident, family member, or fellow staff
member. You can do so by using the nomination form located at the
Activities sign up station.

M O N T H
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A R O U N D

T H E

C A M P U S :

L A B Y R I N T H

M. P. Wilkerson

Next to The Chapel at Bishop
Gadsden, inlaid in the floor of
the courtyard, is a gift from past
resident Betty O’Connor.
It is a labyrinth, whose circular
form dates from pre-history and
is designed to be walked.
“The gift of a labyrinth was a
natural for Betty, whose husband
Bernie died several months after
they moved in 1999,” said Bill
Trawick, CEO/President of BG.
“Betty was a very interesting, highly intellectual and
spiritual lady. She was open to a broad range of ideas
and enjoyed exploring them, including various forms of
meditation and spirituality.”
“Most every civilization has some form of labyrinth,”
said Marcy Walsh who has been walking, building and
studying labyrinths for 20 years.
It is a form of sacred geometry, a pattern that you walk
from the outside to the center and is an invitation, a tool,
to explore one’s own personal journey. A labyrinth is
different from a maze where you have to make decisions
where to turn and where there are dead ends and you can
get lost.
“The promise of the labyrinth is that once you set foot
on the path, it will always take you to the center,” said
Marcy. “It is like a mirror of life.” For her, walking the
path of a labyrinth, which are found on the floors of
many great Medieval cathedrals such as Chartres, is a
meditative, centering experience.
“You can bring your sorrows, joys, prayers, come as
you are and be open to what comes to you,” Marcy said.
“It contributes to that part of life where the known and
unknown seek each other and crosses all spiritual
traditions. There is no dogma or creed.” It has been
used for comfort in grieving and guidance on specific
decisions. There are also brochures with prayers that can
be said as one walks through.
Marcy became interested in labyrinths in 1998 when
she wanted to take a course on them at Kanuga
Conference Center, which has a labyrinth, but couldn’t
because she was hiking in Switzerland. Intrigued, she
found there was one near the train station in Zurich,
walked it, and was hooked. “It was the total experience
of being present to what was happening to me right there

at that moment, of things
expected and unexpected .”
Labyrinths transcend geographic
and cultural boundaries said Helen
Curry in her book The W ay of the
Labyrinth. “It is believed by some
to be a manifestation of Jung’s
theory of collective unconsciousness,
the sacred circle of unity.” In this
country, there are more than
1,000 labyrinths in 42 states, she
wrote.
One of the most famous labyrinths is in Chartres
Cathedral in France. It has eleven circuits, which are the
circles, and pilgrims have come to walk it for hundreds of
years. The one at Bishop Gadsden is modeled on this and
also has eleven circuits.
Walking the labyrinth can be in several parts called
reflect, release and receive. The first, before you enter, is
to reflect on what is happening in your life. The second
as you walk in, is release where you let go of worries and
just are in the present. The third is in the center where
you receive, and are still, rest, pray and stand in union
and communion with all that is. The fourth is return,
where you follow the same path and return to where you
started. The fifth is the epilog, where you take time to
reflect and give thanks.
“Following the path from beginning to center and back
where you started is a metaphor for life.” said Marcy
about the labyrinth. “Try it. It has no rules. It can be fun,
serious, or revelatory.”
Marcy walks it to center herself in connection with,
“All I am and all there is. It connects me with myself, the
earth, and the cosmos. It makes my mind clear and
brings me home into the center of myself and all of
creation, which many people call God.”
A one-page guide, Suggestions for a Labyrinth W alk, is
available from Marcy Walsh. “Walking the Labyrinth”
and two other brochures are available at the Bishop
Gadsden Chaplain’s Office. Marcy hopes to lead a tour
of the labyrinth in November.
Web sites for reference are: www.labyrinthsociety.org
and www.labyrinthlocator.com to locate a labyrinth in
your area.
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